Research area: national history. It is also important to solve the authorship problem that arises when working with photographic material, as it is often in the person of the photographer that are the secrets of a selected scene, image quality, and, if anything, the original edition of the information chosen.
Introduction
Modern scientific practice provides multifold opportunities for culturological analysis of the phenomenon of photography and its role in human life. This trend is developing fruitfully within the framework of art history and theory of culture. However, ethnography and anthropology still often remain aloof from this set of issues.
While the development of certain aspects of the photo creation and functioning apparently shows the development needs of the old and new epistemological methods of science in this direction.
In anthropology and related sciences there have already been successful examples of consideration of photography as an element of human culture reflecting the multi-layered reality (Alexandrov, 2005; Barthes, 1997; Lishaev, 2007; Males, 2007; Nurkova, 2006; Petrovskaya, 2002; Tolmacheva, 2009 et al.) Scientific experience reveals the effectiveness of using photographic materials as a source having polysemantic possibilities for historical practices of reconstruction of man and various man groups, their life activity and mentality.
We can learn a lot about the ethnic pictures of the world if we turn to the invariant and diversity of photographic standards, composite structures and evolution of genres. Their contents are not only technical capabilities of the era. An important significance has developed in culture conceptions and stereotypes about what, when and how to shoot and also how to use these photographic pictures.
Theoretical framework
Heuristic potential of a photo can be determined in two dimensions: what, when and how it is shot, as well as the reflection of contexts at the time of shooting and in comments.
Photography is a document that was "created in the social reality and tells about it, that is why it requires a double reading: firstly, [the reading] of text-forming systems of meanings in signs and symbols, secondly, the importance of photographic situations." And since "cultural reality of the image acts as the subject of a text formation, the value of a picture creating situation is determined by the photographer and social interaction of the photographic process" (Males, 2007: 168-182 ). In our opinion, it does not make less sense in the future, as the fate of the photograph is another socio-cultural setting which is to look for content and meaning. show his art" (Barthes, 1997: 26) . In this case the researcher is interested not only in the information that the photographer wanted to give, but also in the information got into the shot in addition to his accentualization, in other words, what he did not plan to shoot but did. Also, the photography ban is of interest in different cultures, as well as the nature of its evolution. This polysemantics has significant potential for the variety of epistemological and gnoseological trends.
We are convinced that we can talk about the relative independence of this type of source.
The photographs become a kind of information carriers reflecting the chronological and ethnocultural realities as well as their owners. There is no doubt that they tell many things with as much "information pathos" as human memory translates that. However, photographic material cannot convey all the major cultural realities accuratelyfrom appearance to social institutions and from rituals to economic activities. Understandably, photographs cannot represent themselves as a valid source (many of the points are outside the boundaries of attention without survey data and other sources). But other ethnographic sources usually do not produce entirely self-contained data either.
Methods
Photo belongs to the so-called "mass sources", in which phenomenology is regarded in terms of "typicalness" or "chance." Based on the experience of the source study techniques in relation to this type of data, it is does not worth focusing so much on finding its unique features, And this is invaluable information for historians, ethnographers and anthropologists.
It is also important to solve the authorship problem that arises when working with photographic material, as it is often in the person of the photographer that are the secrets of a selected scene, image quality, and, if anything, the original edition of the information chosen.
As for the direct analysis of a photograph content, it is obvious that each genre of the latter needs its own approach to develop. For example, in the analyzed period, a posed portraiture (often a group one) was the most widely spread, rather than, say, the pictorial photography that seem to be more informative. However, the correct approach turns this minus into a plus. Although the posed portraiture (except forensic photography) (Buraeva, 2005) often gives an image of how people would like to be imprinted (wealthy, festive, serious or funny, literate, "positive", etc.), in some way it provides information about behavior stereotypes, priorities system and the authorities existing in the society of his time. This is the first approximation. Making a deeper professional analysis of the surviving photographic material and their correlation with the other types and kinds of historical sources (Karpenko, 2013: 275) , it is possible reveal a lot of valuable information on various aspects of the history and culture.
Statement of the problem
From the variety of theoretical and methodological principles of attitudes to photography in the modern science, we are interested in two fundamental questions in this research situation.
The role of photography in the Old
Believer culture -how this life innovation was In both countries, group portrait remains a major genre of photo. But, if before it, almost always there was a picture of relatives (sometimes few generations of the same family), later (due to the evolution of patriarchal foundations), we can find more and more young people in a group portrait of the Semeiskie -"friends" and so on. Although, there are photos where all the people are dressed in traditional clothing, we can often see a part of them dressed à la "Semeiskie" (mostly women), and others -in the "new" (modern) style (mostly men). Even in a family photo of the 30s, along with the representatives of the older generation dressed in the traditional clothing and girls, we can see boys and young men dressed in "the new fashion". In other words, the modernization process affected pedagogy directly and tried to socialize the younger generation in "the new" way, not in "the old" one, not in "a family-like" one, not in "the Old Believer-like" one. So, now, in the photographs taken in the Soviet territory, the younger generation, whose appearance and behavior reveal the changes taking place in the society are increasingly represented.
It is characteristic that in the context of either to pray to God, or to sit at the table with strangers", now pictures with a mixed team of staff are not uncommon (Kostrov, 2010: 375) . This It may be noted that later on, the moments of church service were rarely the subject of photo reports.
At this time, the Semeiskie Old Believers do not take pictures of Church subjects and objects. This is due to two main reasons. First, the 
